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The Encountr Token [ENCTR] is a new 


The Encountr team will continuously monitor the crypto space for the best blockchain to host our token 

and make an eventual bridge to the Solana blockchain in the future. There is noconcrete date set for 

any future transition.



ECNTR will power its decentrazlied platform and ecosystem, circulating a new era; competitive gaming 

philosophy coined “dEsports”, or decentralized esports.



DeFi is poised to revolutionize financial markets by cutting costs for intermediaries, such as


banks or legal departments, and offering new and compelling ways to earn interest with digital


assets. DeFi also provides easy and straightforward access to credit. DeFi should aim to


establish new standards in terms of transparency, access, and monetary models. 



Currently, thereis a substantial need for generative use cases in this space, especially in the gaming 

industry. Our shared visionis to allow gaming enthusiasts (both competitive and casual) to take their 

interests and competition to new heights, leaving behind USD gambling services and poorly optimized 

bracket services. As the gaming spaces and industries continue to evolve, more opportunities for 

competitive play are being curated. These peaks of interest will be harnessed and backedby a 

decentralized platform, containing a growing library of modules and activities ranging from,but not 

limited to:


• Secure, peer-to-peer wagering


• Blockchain game integration, and added competitive integrations.


• 3rd party ladder and tournament creation, rewards for in-game play, wallet connection, trackable    

achievements, and more.



Esports-centric cryptocurrency running on Binance Smart Chain.

We are proud to announce Encountr, the new standard for competitive crypto.
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The ENCTR Token



Encountr’s core, overarching goal is to provide users a platform to obtain something of monetary


value (ENCTR Tokens) while playing their favorite games, spectacting their favorite games, and 

participating within the competitive gaming sphere as a whole.   

The platform will release in modules,with Battlescape acting as the genesis module. Battlescape is a 

secure, wagering application function where Esports enthusiasts can “battle” their tokens from around 

the world. This module, along with the app, is  Due to API integrations, we 

can feature nearly every competitive game in the industry, ranging from popular MOBA’s like League of 

Legends and DoTa, and competitive shooters like Overwatch, CS:GO, and VALORANT. The Battlescape 

provides exciting peer-to-peer wagering opportunities not previously available. Coming to later versions 

of Battlescape, we will allow users to join on Encountr’s officially sponsored dEsports tournaments and 

allow users to compete and wager against their peers.



Encountr is formulated to become the leader in decentralized, competitive platforms. While we won’t 

be developing our own blockchain games, we want the internal app structure to support integration for 

these games. A blockchain game company may want to widen their playerbase, or expose their game 

to a larger audience. The platform can serve various benefits to new and existing game projects. 

Encountr brings a multitude of advantages at a ground level, with additional features being 

implemented over a stretch ofbenchmarks, similar to a traditional live action service.



// While Esports and crypto become increasingly popular year-over-year, 

we see a need for innovation in this space. Encountr is owned by Genos Software, a company formed 

to expand the concept we termed dEsports™, bringing more decentralization to the gaming industry in 

general.



With the rise of Play-To-Earn games and the expansion of the metaverse, Encountr will partner with 

various game studios who are creating these types of games to allow their game to be dEsports 

compatible as well as bettable on our platform. 

expected to release Q4 2021.

Esports-As-A-Service (EAAS)

Integrating with our platform will allow non-crypto 

games to become Play-To-Earn.
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Project Overview



P H A S E  O N E 

P H A S E  T W O 

P H A S E  T W O. F I V E 

P H A S E  T H R E E 

P H A S E  F O U R 

O N G O I N G  P H A S E 

Token Launch | December 2021

Launch supported by Binance Smart Chain launchpad and incubator, or similar exchange/marketing service.



GENOSys Module Release: Battlescape | December 2021

The genesis module, our secure smart contract-based peer-to-peer wagering zone for any competitive 
game. Users will be able to place bets in pools with other users to see who comes out victorious in the 
Battlescape! 

Staking System | Feb 2022 
Holders will be able to stake their tokens and provide liquidity to the Encountr ecosystem to earn rewards.



1 // WINDOWS CLIENT | 2022

To improve accessibility and feature implementation, an Encountr Windows client will be developed. 
This is will serve to be the hub for all decentralized gaming/esports. 


2 // Module Release: Codename ARSENAL

The release of the client will be timed with our second platform module. Connect your wallet and 
complete trackable in-game achievements for monetary rewards. Boast achievements and rewards on 
a reworked profile system, allowing for further customization and personality.





Module Release: Codename GHOST | 2022

More information on this module will be available Q1-Q2.



World First dEsports Organization | Expected 2023

DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization) based Esports team for play-to-earn blockchain games. 
The Encountr team will create the first DAO based esports organization. Continued on next page.   

As we partner and integrate with other blockchain games or otherwise, more and more 
games will be available. With our design, as long as a game has a determined outcome, Battlescape is 
compatible.



We will be partnering with 
advertisers to sponsor our achievement system to fund player rewards in ENCTR tokens.
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Application Roadmap
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Ecosystem

Through exciting feature implementation, partnerships, and alongside the spread of dEsports 

marketing content, ENCTR sets itself up for long-term success. We believe our functionality model to 

be extremely sustainable, garnering income for the team and its users/traders simultaneously. 

Continuation; subject to change. Esports teams are generally owned by a single entity. We are 

envisioning the very first Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO) based Esports team for the 

era of blockchain games. Holders of ENCTR tokens will own the team. All major decisions will be voted 

on by ENCTR holders. Your voting power will be based on your token percentage. Decisions such as but 

not limited to: roster changes, games the team plays, line-ups, etc.As an owner of the team you will 

also be entilted to profits from revenue, again, based on the % of ENCTR you hold.


To connect competitive gamers on a global scale by providing a decentralized, accessible platform.

Core Traits:

Team Strengths:

 Modular experiences that encourage gaming competition and trad

 A modern, exciting brand that understands “the player”

 Developing close knit communities that are inclusive and invitin

 Maintain a healthy ecosystem by delivering interesting content

 Software and web development in a multitude of related industries

 Unique marketing perspectives and expert design skill

 Backgrounds in fast-moving start-ups, entrepreneurial environments

 Machine learning and blockchain development experience.

Project Vision
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Functionality

1,000,000,000

$0.0002

TOTAL SUPPLY

PRICE OF ENCTR TOKEN

ENCTR 

FUNCTIONALITY

BREAKDOWN
T O K E N O M I C S

10% Private Sale

20% Team

2% Community
5% Marketing

25% Play-To-Earn

15% Staking

5% Centralized Exchange Offering
8% Pre-sale / IDO

10% Partnerships



From everyone at Encountr,



Thank you for taking the time to read through this updated documentation, being 
involved in our community, and supporting this project every step of the way. We’re 
embarking into unexplored territory, and that’s what ultimately drives us forward.



If you have any questions or feedback, please visit our website at encountr.app, or join 
any of our dedicated Telegram and Discord communities. 



Hope to hear from you soon!



-The Encountr Team
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Closing Remarks


